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ABSTRACT 

The transport equations arising from the "generalized Balescu-Lenard" (gBL) 

collision operator are obtained, and some of their properties examined. The 

equations contain neoclassical and turbulent transport as two special cases, 

having the same structure. The resultant theory offers potential explanation 

for a number of results not well understood, including the anomalous pinch, 

observed ratios of Q/FT on TFTR. and numerical reproduction of ASDEX 

profiles by a model for turbulent transport invoked without derivation, but 

by analogy to neoclassical theory. The general equations are specialized to 

consideration of a number of particular transport mechanisms of interest. 
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Recently,1,3 a formalism has been developed in which turbulent trans

port in an axisymmetric system and the usual neoclassical theory appear 

as two special cases of the same general transport theory, with neoclassical 

theory describing the transport induced by the very short wavelength fluc

tuations producing binary collisions, and turbulent transport arising in an 

analogous manner from the fluctuations in the longer-wavelength turbulent 

range. In the final theory, the differences between mechanisms appear only 

in different particular analytic forms for the governing transport coefficients, 

but the form of the equations and the relations existing among these coeffi

cients are the same, independent of the particular transport mechanism. We 

shall refer to this general theory as "gBL" transport theory, referring to the 

"generalized B&letcu-Lenard" collision operator, from which the transport 

equations arise in a natural way. 

In this paper we make more concrete the structure of the gBL transport 

equations, and show that the theory provides potential explanations for 

some important experimental observations thus far not understood. One of 

these is the "anomalous pinch."3"5 The gBL theory predicts such a pinch as 

an automatic consequence of self-consistency, which test-particle or quasi-

linear calculations of turbulent transport violate, for a steady-state tur

bulent spectrum. One particular form of this pinch has been invoked8 in 

numerical simulations to successfully explain observed profiles in ASDEX, 

for Ohmic, and L- and H-mode discharges. The form taken in Ref. 6 for 

the radial fluxes is similar to that arising from neoclassical theory, but with 

the overall multiplying factor of the diffusion coefficient Z)<„ present in neo

classical theory replaced by an appropriate anomalous diffusion coefficient 

Dan- The gBL theory predicts that just such an analogous structure should 
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exist between the neoclassical and turbulent transport equations, with the 

particular numerical factors multiplying the various terms in the thermal 

forces depending on the scaling of £>„„ with the energies of the scattered 

and scattering species (see below). In this work, we consider the particular 

forms obtained from the general equations for D specialized to Dbn, and to 

a number of typical turbulent mechanisms. The energy scaling of D needed 

to obtain precisely the form adopted in Ref- 6 can be inferred. While it is 

not exactly the same as that from the various turbulent mechanisms con

sidered here, quite similar transport equations are yielded by some of these 

"garden-variety" mechanisms. 

Drawing on Ref. 2. we summarize the fo-m of the gBL transport the-

ory. The radial transport equations we seek come from taking appropriate 

moments of the equation of evolution for the distribution / in the space J 

of constants of the unperturbed motion, in which the gBL operator appears 

on the right-hand side: 

9j = cf = aj(Bd]f-Ff). ( i ) 

[We use the convention that dx denotes a partial derivative with respect 

to any variable z, and if z is a vector (e.g., z — J) , a gradient in the 

space of that vector is denoted.] Of the two terms in the gBL operator, 

only the first, diffusive portion is accounted for by quasilinear and test-

particle calculations, while the second, frictional portion, necessary for the 

maintenance of self-consistency and the correct set of conservation laws, is 

omitted. Both D and P contain collisional and turbulent contributions. 

From Eq. (1), for any species T , one finds the transport equations 

r 0 a, n i = -a,/ n(i) + r„5n(i), (2) 
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V'o^d^r,) = -&[T,/*(l)) + V.5ir(l). (3) 

Here, \'a ~ const x r is the volume of a thin toroidal shell at minor radius 

r. Vr„ contains the appropriate metric factor (r, for toroidal geometry), so 

the equations retain the form shown if another geometry (e.g.-, a slab) is 

considered. In is V'0 times the particle flux T, TIK is V„ times the heat flux 

Q, and S„ and SK are the corresponding sources. (A' here refers to the 

bounce-averaged particle kinetic energy.) It is convenient to use indices p 

or q, which may take on values n and K in designating the components of 

the fluxes Vp and forces Ap. The latter are given by An = (n'/n - \T'!T), 

and .4 K = T'/T, where the prime denotes a radial derivative. The (luxes 

of species 1 are then given by a sum over contributions from the scattering 

spectrum driven by species 2: Ip[l) = £)2-fp(l|2), where 

- /„{1|2) = £ (I",*, , - M»A,7), (p =« ,*•) . (4) 
q=n,Ff 

The transport coefficients £i? arise from the term in D in Eq. (1), while the 

coefficients M™ come from the term in F. They are given by 

L» = J / v <*•*./y*3/o(l)/o(2)[^]*'+"'£(l,2), (5) 

(6) 

where eg may be taken to be the proton charge, Jo is the unperturbed 

distribution function, JY d*z... denotes a phase-space integration over the 

volume Va, 0(1,2) = 0(2,1) = (c/e0BpR)3ZkQ(^<2\V.)n2 is the diffusive 

kernel, and Bp is the poloidal magnetic field. The exponent xp of the 

energy-weighting equals 0(1) for p = n(K), and similarly for zq. t){\,2) 
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describes the contribution to diffusion of a. particle of species I at phase 

point z, due to interactions with particles of species 2 at phase point 23. 

Each such interaction is mediated by each of the modes k withir !'„, with 

strength given by the kerneJ Q. The L's and A/'s satisfy the symmetries 

/13 _ ;13 «.|W _ » f » , , ; 1 1 _ - M A / 1 3 (71 

which imply intrinsic ambipolarity: 

/„(1|I) = 0,e,/„(I|2) + e,/„(2ll) = 0. (8) 

Each of the L's and A/'s is closely related to the particular moment 

H i = («!/>, M E s V . n , Z>(112). (9) 

where £»{1|2) = / v .<i"zi/o(l)i5(ll2)/(V' < :n,) is the average (over the shell at 

radius r) of the diffusion coefficient D(l |2) = (eo/«i) a /v .«' 8 *3/o(2)/?(l ,2) . 

Thus, it is convenient to normalize the L'a and A/'s to A/,|', writing {A/, I 1 2 , L 

{m,(eJ/ti)lll,[ei/et)P1}M^. Then all the /'s and TTI'S are dimensionless 

coefficients of order unity, and in particular /£* = /'J, = mj£ = m2,^ = 1. 

Equation (4} then yields 

- U l | 2 ) = V. / ) ( l |2) [ n i + ( / a - f ) ^ 
J ] 

^ - ^ " ' - ^ ^ " ^ e T T ; ^ 1 ' ( 1 0 ) 

-/jr(H2) = v./>(ii2)[fj^rtn; + (/JfV - J<i?„)n,r; 
13 e l n l ^ ' l / / 13 3_12 i e l n I ^ l - r ' l / . , \ 

~mKn "3 - ("Iff* - J 1 7 1*?") = T - r 2 ] . (11) 
ejJi? e j i 2 

Equations (2,3,10)and (II) comprise the gBL transport equations. Com

paring Eqs. (10) and (11) with the more generic forms, 

-r( i) = - / , ( i ) / r . = D(i)n[ + Dr(i)T[ - r<i)Fi„ (12) 



-Q(i) = -TxiK(\),Ya = xn(i)r,ni + \(i)n,r; 
+ |r( i )r , - v r ( i )n , r , , (13) 

one reads off the expressions for the transport coefficients. For example, for 

the particle pinch velocity l"(l), one has 

r(i) = £ z > ( i l 2 ) [ ^ M ^ - | ) l i p ! . (u) 

We now consider Eqs. (10,11) in a number of special cases of interest. 

From the short wavelength (A < Ap), collisional spectrum, one obtains just 

the banana regime diffusion coefficient,2 

D(l\2) = D<„(1\2) ~ w'plt/t3'7, (15) 

with vu the collisional scattering frequency of species 1 off species 2, p s i 

the gyroradius of species 1, and other symbols standard. 

We consider a number of types of turbulence. One may distinguish be

tween the characteristics of electrostatic versus magnetic microturbulence 

(denoted by subscripts E and b, respectively), and for each of these, be

tween turbulence comprised of modes with even versus odd parity (denoted 

by subscripts + and - ) about their rational surface. Of course, in real

ity, mixtures of these "pure11 generic types exist, both "coherent mixtures," 

where the individual modes are of mixed character, and "incoherent mix

tures," where different fractions of the turbulence are comprised of modes 

of different character. These mixtures present no difficulty for the basic 

formalism. 

The evaluation of Z)(l|2) for these turbulent cases proceeds as illustrated 

in Ref. 2 for the particular case D(,+ of even parity, magnetic turbulence. 
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The gBL theory does not determine the turbulent spectmm, but rather 

accepts whatever spectrum one believes to be physically reasonable. Here, 

as in Ref, 2, we choose for all cases a spectrum having Ai j . •» p~, , and 

A*,, - £"' (with L, - qR the shear length), so that Akj_ > A* n . For 

simplicity, we also assume that the frequency w^ of each mode equals the 

diamagnetic frequency w.(lc) — kL. We then obtain 

0.±(U2)= jJ-»?,(G£)(l)P(2) (16) 

for magnetic microturbulence, and 

t)E±(l\2)~— (G\){iyvl(2)FiF„ (17) 

for electrostatic turbulence, Here, ti ( l is the thermal velocity of species I, 

6 2(2) is that portion of the spectrum amplitude i2 = \B,j B\J driven by-

species 2, and fit ~ max(a>.,ftti,ftu) is the decorreiation frequency in the 

turbulence, with Hi the particle transit frequency, VE = (cAfci#/fl) is the 

E x B drift induced by the perturbing potential #, w. is the average over the 

spectrum of u;.(lc), and F\j is the fraction of the distribution substantially 

affected by the transport mechanism. For electrons, trapped particles are 

principally affected for Ds, hence Fc ~ i1^, while for the slower-moving 

ions, all pitch angles are affected comparably, so that F, ~ 1. The effects 

of even versus odd-parity modes are manifested in the "orbit averaging" 

factors (G\) in Eqs. (16) and (IT), proportional to the square of the mode-

particle coupling coemcients held in Q. For thermal particles, with banana 

widths p^ not greater than the mode width wa, one has (G\) ^ 1, while for 

odd-parity modes, the coupling can be substantially reduced below unity, 

(G3_) ~ (p6i/t0 o ) 3 , because a particle with small drifts is resonant with 
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modes only neai their rational surfaces, where the odd-parity amplitude 

vanishes.7 

Orbit averaging affects not only the strength with which the scattered 

species is transported by the turbulence, but also the effectiveness with 

which the scattering species can drive the turbulence. Thus, while the gBL 

operator says nothing about the overall turbulent amplitudes, it does con

strain the relative strengths with which different species contribute to those 

amplitudes. 2 Specifically. 0 » ( l ) / ^ ( 2 ) ~ [n i e

2 {G 3 ) ( l ) ] / [n j^(G J >(2) ] , and 

~b2(l)/b2(2) ~ jn,e?i; <

; i

!(C 2)(l)]/[n 1e^ (

:' ,(G 2)(2)], as can be inferred using 

Eqs. (16,17) and (9) in the relation M£ = JV/^ % which follows from (7). 

The symmetry existing between the scattered and scattering species is a 

consequence of time-reversal symmetry, and of the "pseudo-thermal" as

sumption made in applying the gBL form to turbulence.3 

Relations (7) imply that a set of only 6 of the total of 16 f's and m's 

governing 1-2 interactions are independent. A convenient choice is the set 

( = {m1^ = l,far."»Sf."»irjr.'irjr.4fjr>- T h e v a l u C T ° f t h e » e t ' c a n 

be computed, once the scaling of J?(l,2) with the energies K[l) and A"(2) 

are known. If the scalings are simple power laws, D{\,2) oc KT' {1)KT*(2), 

all the elements of / are simple numerical factors. This is the case for 

all five mechanisms just discussed. One has r t = - 1 / 2 , r 2 = 0 for D^, 

n = 1/2, r 2 = 1 for £>b+, r, = 3 / 2 , r 2 = 2 for Df,., r, = 0 ,r 5 = 0 for DE+, 

and ri = l , r 3 = 1 for DE~- It is easily shown that I = {l,rx 4- 3 / 2 , r s + 

3 /2 , (r, + 3/2)(r a + 3/2), (r, + 5/2)(r, + 3/2), (r a +- 5/2)(r 2 + 3 /2) ) . For 

the particular form for I„(e\i) adopted in Ref. 6, one needs m™K = 0 and 

1"K = 1/2 in Eq. (10), implying ri = - l , r 3 = 0, differing a bit from the 

particular scalings just given, but qualitatively similar to the mechanisms 
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(Dbn, DE+) with the weaker energy scalings. 

Another type of experimental observation requiring explanation is the 

ratio Q/YT = IK!in m different modes of operation. For small r in super-

shots, QJTT can be quite small, Q /TT ~- 3/2 - 2, rising toward larger values 

(~ 8) more characteristic of L-modes, at larger r.B It is straightforward to 

work out this ratio from Eqs. (10) and (II). We choose DE± as a likely 

illustrative mechanism, for which one has t = {1,3/2, 3/2,9/4,15/'! , 15/4}. 

One finds 

<?(*) _ /y(l|2) + /ir(Hl) , . 8 , 
r(i)x, /„(i|2) l ' 

/?g+(H2)|K + ftr; - g^nj] + DB+WI)IRTI 
/>E + ( I |2K - SS"41 

Taking the limit n'/n ~5> T'/T characteristic of supershots toward small r, 

Eq. (18) reduces to Q(l)/F(l)Ti = 3/2, roughly the experimental value. 

Setting n'/n = T'/T to represent the situation n'/n ~ T'/T typical of L-

modes or supershots at larger r, one finds Q ( l ) / r ( l ) T , = (3/4)(3 + F , / F 2 ) , 

substantially larger than the interior supershot value, and with Q(i) some

what larger than Q(e). These trends are also consistent with experiment. 

It is noteworthy that these expressions result without detailed information 

about the particular instabilities causing the turbulence, but only from some 

general characteristics of the electrostatic turbulent spectrum, and the form 

of Eqs- (10) and (11) for the fluxes. However, the actual magnitudes of the 

individual fluxes, and the profile shapes yielded by experiment and used in 

the estimates just made on (18), of course, do depend on these details. 

In order for the theory to be able to yield a ratio Q/TT ~ 1, it is 

necessary that D{i\i) ~ Z?(i|e) ~ D[e\i) ~ D{e\e). [The middle relation 
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here always holds, as a corollary of the second of relations (8).] This is the 

case for DE+ (taking factors of «'/* as being of order unity), and this is 

one reason sometimes offered as evidence that it is electrostatic, rather than 

magnetic, turbulence which is responsible for bulk anomalous transport. 

However, it should be noted that DE- does not satisfy this, while mixtures 

of the other mechanisms can satisfy it, as may be seen from examination of 

Eqs. (16) and (17). 

Again using !?£+. for illustration, we consider the particle pinch V, We 

estimate the size of V for a second ion species 1 —» I, arising, for example, 

from edge puffing. For DE+, the particle flux T(/) is dominated by inter

actions with 2 = t, and so is given by minus the denominator in the last 

form in Eq. (18), with ( l |2) —> (I\i). From the second term there, one reads 

off V[I) ~ jD£ + (/ | t)(e/n;/ejni) , which is directed inward, for normal bulk 

profiles n;(r). Fixing the size of £J£+(/|i) by taking the particle confinement 

time r n ~ a 2 / 4 5 £ + ( / | t ) ~ 0.2 sec, one has V ( / ) ~ (e/ /ej)a/4T n ~ lm/sec, 

consistent with experimental observations. 

Summarizing, we have obtained in explicit form the gSL transport equa

tions, which include neoclassical and turbulent transport as special cases, 

having the same structural features. This structural similarity appears to 

possess explanatory potential for a number of earlier observations, includ

ing the anomalous pinch, measurements of Q/TT in supershots and L mode 

discharges, and the successful explanation of ASDEX results by a numerical 

model based on the structure of neoclassical theory, but extended to anoma

lous transport in an ad hoc fashion. Since the particular theory to which the 

general theory specializes depends upon the scalings of the transport coeffi

cients of the operative mechanism, knowledge of the specific coefficients can 
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be used to infer the characteristics of that mechanism. 

As discussed in Ref. 2, the gBL theory occupies a position intermediate 

between the two usual theoretical approaches to anomalous transport, re

taining, on the one hand, the tractability of quasilinear calculations, but, 

through the presence of F, retaining the important self-consistency proper

ties of full turbulence theories. In the latter, the terms present to provide 

self-consistency are usually quite complicated, making the physics obscure 

and analytic progress difficult. The pseudo-thermal form of F. which takes 

the place of these terms in the gBL theory, may be regarded as a particular 

type of approximation on the full turbulence theories, making the gBL op

erator similar conceptually and in form to Dupree's turbulent generalization 

of the Balescu-Lenard operator in an unmagnetized, electrostatic plasma. 9 

While the precise conditions under which this approximation is valid remain 

to be clarified, the gBL theory yields conclusions3 similar to those of turbu

lent theories (and different from those of quasilinear calculations) in cases 

of interest where the turbulent theory has permitted explicit conclusions to 

be drawn. 1 0 
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